T E L L E R

A U T O M A T I O N

DIEBOLD 228
EXPRESS CASH
RECYCLER

Streamline operations by
providing faster, more
accurate cash transactions

Open up new opportunities throughout
your branch with Diebold’s 228 Express
Cash Recycler.

Increase Your Productivity
Even with its small undercounter footprint,
the Diebold Express Cash Recycler
provides the world’s most capable Teller
Cash recycling solution. It accepts, verifies
authenticity, sorts by denomination and
stores cash securely all at the point of
transaction. Your tellers will spend more
time building customer relationships and
less time counting and balancing cash.
Now that’s time well spent.

Increase Your Security
Dramatically reduce cash exposure at the
branch and raise your level of security
with Diebold’s 228 Express Cash Recycler.
Acting as an extension of the vault, the
Express Cash Recycler is fully secure and
provides a teller access to only minimal
amounts of cash at a time. Mitigate the risk.

Improve Your Image
Teller Cash Automation provides you the
freedom to reinvent your branch. The
sleek, modern design fits anywhere and
the advanced technology enables you to
offer your customers an efficient and
rewarding experience.

Improve Your Relationships
Provide more accurate and streamlined
cash transactions encouraging tellers to
build stronger customer relationships that
will result in more profitable business
opportunities.
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Secure

Design

Diebold engineers the highest level of security into our
family of Teller Automation solutions. Security is at the core
of our business and is at the core of the 228 Express Cash
Recycler. Equipped with a UL 291 Level 1 Safe, it provides
the flexibility to accommodate your branch design objectives
and the peace of mind to know that your assets are secure.

The small footprint and well-planned structure allows the 228
Express Cash Recycler to slip right under a standard countertop.
Its sleek, modern appearance makes it beautifully suited to
stand on its own.

Flexible
With the obvious flexibility that the 228 Express Cash
Recycler offers for branch design, it is also important to
consider how it adds flexibility to the teller’s role and how
seamlessly the system integrates into your network.
One of the most stressful aspects of a teller’s day is concern
over errors and end of the day balancing. Because the
equipment performs the counting throughout the day, balancing
is much quicker and more accurate. This lessens employee
turnover and provides more rewarding career opportunities.
Diebold’s family of Teller Automation solutions can be fully
integrated into a wide variety of network configurations.
Flexible enough to accommodate your existing teller software,
the Express Cash Recycler is fully customizable to suit your
specific needs.

Full dimensions:
- Height:
939
- Width:
440
- Depth:
910
- Weight: 400

mm (37.00 in)**
mm (17.30 in)
mm (36.00 in)
kg (880 lb) with UL 291 Level 1 Safe

**Note: Leveling legs provide adjustments up to 972 mm
(38.27 in).

Advanced
The Express Cash Recycler contains up to ten (10) intelligent
rolled storage modules to maximize capacity, increase flexibility
and enhance productivity.
A user-friendly, built-in color touch screen display offers:
- Copy machine-like graphics
- On-screen instructional videos
- Easy to recognize icons and graphics
- On-board diagnostics

Total Solutions
Integrated
Flexible
Efficient
Hardware
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Up to 10 intelligent rolled
storage modules with
intuitive color display and
Diebold Security.

